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BLACK LION

Black Lion is a stunning Oyster 625 with a dark blue hull and is 
rigged for enhanced sailing performance with carbon mast and 
fully battened mainsail. 

The interior is finished in teak and the light and airy salon 
features a dining table and settee area. The vertical windows 
allow for abundant light with great views while at anchor. 

There are two guest cabins to accommodate four guests. Aft is 
a spacious master cabin with en-suite heads and shower and a 
further children’s/guest cabin mid-ships. There are two cabins 
forward of the saloon. The starboard double has a private head 
shower. The port bunk cabin will share the forward port head/
shower with the midships cabin. The crew will sleep in the port 
forward bunk cabin and mid-ships cabin. 

On deck she has a large safe cockpit which is further enhanced 
by a flat clear aft deck and forward sun-deck. Perfect for 
relaxing in your own private anchorage. 
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FEATURES
SPECIFICATIONS:

Model: 625
Year Built: 2012
Guests: 4
Guest Cabins: 3
Heads: 3

 
 
 
 

GUEST AMENITIES:
- 2 VHF radios and speaker at port 
pedestal 
- Sailor Fleet 250 BGAN sticom with dome 
antenna on stern pole and cordless phone 
handset.  
- Yachtspot WIFI antenna and router.  
- 3G router for mobile phone data when 
unable to access WIFI.  
- Yellow Brick OC Tracker system.  

AV ENTERTAINMENT:
The salon has a Sony Bravia 32” LCD TV on 
electric lift with Dolphin IR remote.  Status TV/
FM antenna at masthead.  Alpine DVD/CD/FR 
player at chart table with iPod docking station.

The cockpit has an Alpine CD/Tuner with iPod 
control and docking station at chart table.
 waterproof Bose speaker in main/helm 
cockpits.
 

 
 
 

WATER SPORTS ACTIVITIES:
- 11.5’ AB Rib 20 hp engine
- 2 paddle boards
- 1 double inflatable kayak 
- snorkel equipment 
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CREW
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Jeff Tilley

A true sailor and explorer at heart, Jeff’s love of the sea and sailing started as a young 
lad surfing and sailing small boats and hobie cats.  Jeff’s pursuit of the natural freedom 
and adventure drew him to seek a career and lifestyle of yachting.  Jeff’s past yachting 
experience includes captaining day sail catamarans hosting up to 34 guests, captaining 
a classic motor yacht for private charters during the Americas cup and most recently as 
captain of the 80’ sailing yacht Coconut. 

He has logged over 75,000 open ocean sea miles crossing the Atlantic from CA to 
the Caribbean 6 times, and sailing the pacific northwest. Some of Jeff’s other interests/
hobbies include sports of all kinds, hiking, swimming, and exploring new areas both 
culturally and geographically.

From the moment you step aboard Jeff will make you feel at home aboard SY Black 
Lion, creating a very laid back and relaxing atmosphere full of fun and adventure, while 
creating a very safe, sea kindly environment for you, your family, and friends.

Jeff will be joined by a chef/mate to provide catering and hosting while on charter.


